
 

TEST LOG - 7442 [02/28/2020] 

Test Leader: Researcher Brigand 

SCP-513 [Euclid] 

 

Personnel Involved: 

Researcher Brigand 

MTF [REDACTED] [REDACTED] 

Two D Class 

 

Abstract: 

SCP-513 is a cow bell with a thick layer of rust covering its entire 

surface. This rust has proved impervious to any known cleaning 

methods. It is unknown whether SCP-513 has or had any engravings. 

Recovered at Site-[REDACTED] by Agent [REDACTED], SCP-513 was found 

with a note [See Postscript A]. When SCP-513 is rung or makes any 

noise, all who hear SCP-513 become extremely anxious and become 

significantly distressed. Approximately one hour after hearing 

SCP-513, instances of SCP-513-1 begin appearing to the subject on 

varying intervals [Ranging from 1 minute to 1 hour]. Once seen, 

SCP-513-1 disappears. When a subject falls asleep or falls 

unconscious, the subject is physically assaulted by SCP-513-1. While 

physical descriptions of SCP-513 are varied, the general consensus is 

that SCP-513-1 resembles a tall, emaciated humanoid with abnormally 

large hands. This test aims to better understand the nature of 

SCP-513-1. We studied two constructs of SCP-513-1: 1. Whether the 

frequency/number of SCP-513-1 sightings is affected by whether there 



are multiple subjects who are simultaneously under the effect of 

SCP-513 and 2. Whether the location of SCP-513-1 is affected by the 

relative location of two subjects exposed to the sound of SCP-513 

 

To test the first construct, one D class was exposed to the sound of 

SCP-513 and then asked, over a five minute period to count the number 

of times he saw SCP-513-1 while walking around the facility. 

Afterwards, a second D class was exposed to the sound of SCP-513 and 

both D class were then asked to count the number of times they saw 

SCP-513-1 over a five minute period while walking around the facility. 

During the second test, the D class were never in close vicinity to 

each other and were always kept a minimum of 15 meters apart.  

 

To test the second construct, both D class who were previously exposed 

to the sound of SCP-513 were taken to a room separated into six 

quadrants. The following testing was performed in two trials. First, 

the two D class were asked to stand on opposite sides of the room and 

then asked to point out the location of SC-513-1 every time they saw 

him over a period of five minutes. The D class were then asked to 

stand very close to each other in the same quadrant and then asked to 

repeat the test.  

 

Hypothesis: 

For Test #1 I hypothesized that the when two people were under the 

effect of SCP-513, the total number of SCP-513 sightings would remain 

the same but the individual reported sightings would be halved. This 

is because in our current understanding, the Foundation considers 

SCP-513 to be one entity. 

 

For Test #2, I hypothesized that the relative location of the D class 

would have no effect on the location and number of sightings of 

SCP-513 as there is no current evidence that relative location of two 

subjects under the effect of SCP-513 has any effect on SCP-513-1 

 

Observations: 

Construct A: 

Both D class were successfully exposed to SCP-513 without incident. 

During the first test D class subject #1 was walked around the 

facility [There was no concern of D-class subject learning classified 

information as he was to be terminated after the test as per standard 

procedures of testing with SCP-513]. The lone D class in test A 

reported seeing SCP-513-1 a total of 21 times throughout the 5 minute 



interval. In test B, subject A [Initial D-class] reported seeing 

SCP-513-1 a total of 12 times while subject B [Second D-class exposed 

to SCP-513] reported seeing SCP-513-1 a total of 11 times. In test B, 

SCP-513-1 was sighted a total of 23 times, while in test A, he was 

sighted a total of 21 times.  

 

Construct B: 

Both D class performed the test in the way previously described 

without incident. In the first test where both subjects were standing 

on opposite sides of the room, SCP-513-1 appeared in random quadrants 

[roughly 5-8 times in each quadrant] during the 5 minute interval. The 

only quadrants that had reduced sightings were the quadrants that the 

subjects were standing in. In the second test, where both subjects 

were asked to stand very close to each other, the number of sightings 

of SCP-513-1 roughly doubled. Something extremely anomalous also 

occurred during the second test - Each time the subjects reported 

seeing SCP-513-1, they reported the sighting simultaneously and 

reported seeing SCP-513-1 in the same exact location. Throughout both 

tests, the spread of locations of SCP-513-1 were unchanged. In the 

first test, SCP-513-1 was sighted a total of 31 times. In the second 

test, SCP-513-1 was sighted a total of 68. Both test subjects reported 

feeling much more paranoid and anxious during the second test. 

 

Test Logs: 

Construct A Log: 

Test A  

Subject Number of 

Sightings  

Subject A 21 

Subject B - 

TOTAL 21 

 

Test B  

Subject Number of 

Sightings  

Subject A 12 

Subject B 11 

TOTAL 23 

 



Construct B Logs: 

Test Quadrant Diagram: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Location of D Class in Room Location and Number of Instances of 

SCP-513-1 

Opposite Sides of Room  

[Quadrants F and A]  

 

Quadrant A 3 

Quadrant B 6 

Quadrant C 7 

Quadrant D 5 

Quadrant E 8 

Quadrant F 2 

TOTAL 31 

 

Same Part of Room [Quadrant C]  

Quadrant A 13 

Quadrant B 10 

Quadrant C 7 

Quadrant D 13 

Quadrant E 13 

Quadrant F 12 

TOTAL 68 

 

 

Conclusion: 

The results of these tests are extremely interesting and somewhat 

contradictory. In the first test, my hypothesis was confirmed and 

SCP-513-1 did not have an increased total number of spottings when 

multiple people were exposed - This supports our current understanding 

of SCP-513-1 as one single entity. The second test however, seemed to 

contradict these findings. Firstly, this test confirmed that the 

location of SCP-513-1 is unaffected by the relative locations of two 

subjects under the effects of SCP-513. The anomalous finding in this 

test occured when the test subjects were put in an extremely close 

vicinity of each other. It seems that when two subjects who are 

simultaneously affected by SCP-513 and are put within close vicinity 

of each other, the effects of SCP-513 are significantly amplified as 

the number of sightings are doubled. In addition to this, the subjects 

reported seeing SCP-513-1 in the same location at the same time. This 



finding leads me to believe that when subjects are standing within a 

very close distance from each other they in fact are both able to see 

SCP-513-1 at the same time. This is ann astonishing finding, and by 

having multiple people who are able to see the same instance of 

SCP-513-1 at the same time, we may be able to extract a better 

physical description of SCP-513-1 if subjects under the effect of 

SCP-513 are able to work together to describe SCP-513-1. Both test 

subjects reported that they became notably more anxious, paranoid, and 

nervous the second they stood in a close vicinity to each other. The 

reason for this is as of yet unknown. It is possible that SCP-513-1 is 

perhaps aggravated when this occurs. Another possibility is that 

SCP-513-1 somehow becomes more powerful when subjects under his effect 

are together. If this is the case, it will likely be useful to further 

study what I call the “SCP-513 compounding effect” in order to see 

whether further aggravating or empowering SCP-513-1 will create more 

anomalous effects. 

 

Recommendation for further testing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Visual Evidence: 

Subjects upon initial exposure to SCP-513 

 

Subjects standing in same qudrant 

 



Subjects standing in separate quadrants 

 

 

 

Post Script A: 

Note Recovered from Site-[REDACTED] 

 

You’ve seen it. Now he can hear you. 
You’ve touched it. Now he can see you. 
Never ring it. If you hear it, he can touch you. 

 


